
                                     Preface  

Rajasthan is one of the poorest states in India, chronically impacted by droughts and has one of the 

lowest literacy rates and a poor child sex ratio. The Thar Desert region of the state is particularly 

under-developed. The root causes are multiple-levels of deprivations generated by forms of 

inequalities based on gender, culture, caste, history, geography, economy etc. Gender disparity 

coupled by rampant droughts is main reason for giving limited attention to girl child education in this 

region. The status of girls and women are determined by structural power relationships dominated 

by gender and cultural patriarchy. The communities in Thar region are particularly vulnerable 

because of its historical, geographical, social and economic conditions, which put people, 

particularly women and girls, in marginalized positions.  

Many families in Rajasthan dependent on agriculture for their livelihood suffer from the 

consequences of recurrent droughts. Drought directly impacts women and girls. Girls are often 

removed from school to help contribute to the household income or take over domestic 

responsibilities. Many times, these girls do not return to school to complete their education as they 

have to travel further to fetch water or firewood during drought periods. Women too are very busy 

for collecting fuel wood, water and fodder for animals throughout the day.  

GRAVIS – ASHA initiated Water, health & education for women & children in Thar project in designed 

with an integrated approach to problems of women and children (especially girls). The project is 

catering the wide needs of female population ranging from water security, to health and education. 

The project is committed to improving the lives of marginalized community by facilitating 

empowerment of women through drudgery reduction and enhanced livelihood. With an equitable 

approach to development, GRAVIS programmes aim to address the multiple, overlapping and 

intersectional social determinants of poverty. 
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1. Objectives of the Project 

The programs of GRAVIS are mainly committed towards wellbeing of rural community, 

particularly marginalized & women. The philosophy, in which GRAVIS believes, focuses on 

holistic development of villages as they are the socio-economic development unit of 

country. Keeping this vision of organization in view, the objectives of the project are:  

• Initiate the process of community development in six villages of the Thar Desert 
• To enhance water security through rain water harvesting project villages by 

construction of Taankas.  
• Improve health conditions of women and children through health education &     

provision of health services. 
• Improve the status of health of the vulnerable sections of the society, especially 

covering the groups of women and children 
• Improve and spread literacy and education of children, special focus of girl child 

education.  

HOME FOR YEAR 2010 

2. Project Duration 

This project was for twelve months starting from October 2014 to September 2015. 

  

3. Project Location and Coverage 

The proposed project was implemented in 6 villages of Osian block of Jodhpur. 

4. Activities accomplished under project: 

A. Construction of Taankas and trainings for Taanka Maintenance:  
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A taanka is an individual or collectively owned structure which is used to collects and 

stores rainwater for drinking and other household purposes. In order to provide water for 

the rural people and help them to improve their quality of life, the construction of 

rainwater harvesting structures are pursued. 

Field workers interacted with communities in order to discuss the overall utility of 

taankas. The community informed field workers that a fully filled taanka due to rainfall 

saves a family approximately 300-400 rupees per month for 4-6 months. This money can 

then go towards various expenditures such as health and the education of their children. 

It was also shared that the drudgery of everyday water-fetching is directly responsible for 

children dropping out of school. Due to 2015 being an average rainfall year, taankas were 

filled with rainwater 6-7 feet. The amount stored is sufficient to meet family’s usual 

requirements for 4-5 months. Following on from this, they are able to use the structure as 

a storage tank – the water is drawn by camel cart or by tractor. In this project phase 

GRAVIS facilitated the construction of 50 taankas.  Two taanka maintenance trainings were 

also organized for taanka beneficiaries to give them technical and social overview of 

taanka, its importance and maintenance.   

Taanka maintenance training were organized in project villages in which various 

important points and topics were discussed in expert guidance of Khem Sing ji and 

Resource person Bhikha ram ji, rest of the session was followed with question answer 

round and demonstrations.  Around 65 to 70 persons in each training including 

beneficiaries , VDC members, Member of panchayat and local villagers who have taankas 

or willing to have, participated warmly in taanka maintenance trainings .  

The list of 50 taanka beneficiaries is attached as annexure in Table 2. 
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Construction of Khadin and trainings for Khadin Maintenance 

Khadins are relatively simple constructions, but the benefits are immense. This earthen 

bund prevents seeds and the top fertile layer of soil from being washed off the field 

during heavy rainfall. The moisture is kept inside the field bund and, coupled with the 

fertile soil layer, allows for the growth of natural vegetation. Khadin is a rain water 

runoff-based farming system. This traditional method of farming is used to store and 

disperse water throughout an agricultural field rendering the soil more conducive to 

cultivation. Any surplus water is channeled outside the khadin through a spillway. 

  This natural vegetation stabilizes the soil and prevents degradation and erosion 

from wind and water. Compared to the manifold benefits, the construction and 

maintenance costs associated with khadins are relatively low, and the acceptance of this 

structure amongst farmers is very high. In this project phase GRAVIS facilitated the 

construction of 15 Khadins. Construction work 15 khadin were all ready done and khadin 

are currently using by bene ficries  .  As 2015 is an average rainfall year but not a drought 

year (we received average l00 mm rain during the wet season) the impact of the 

construction of the khadins will be observed in subsequent years. The economic status of 

the family will be enhanced not just because of food security but because of fodder 

availability in their farm land.   

Khadin maintenance training were organized in project villages in which various 

important points and topics were discussed in expert guidance of Khem Sing ji and 

Resource person Bhikha ram ji ,rest of the session was  followed with question answer 

round and demonstrations.  Around 50 to 65 persons in each training including 

beneficiaries , VDC members, Member of panchayat and local villagers who have taankas 

or willing to have, participated warmly in khadin maintenance trainings .  

The list of 15 khadin beneficial beneficiaries is attached as annexure in Table 2. 

 

Medical Camps 
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Health problems amongst the local population of the Thar Desert are ubiquitous. Without 

proper awareness of basic hygiene and sanitation many easily avoidable illnesses spread 

amongst the community. Health problems associated with mine work are also widespread 

in the Jodhpur district. As the area boasts a wealth of natural resources many families 

have one or two members who are employed in the mining industry. The lack of basic 

safety and health standards in the mines has caused lung diseases such as tuberculosis, 

silicosis and asbestosis to become widespread. These diseases are untreatable and cause 

premature death and extreme amounts of pain. Health problems associated with females 

are also a major concern. Lack of basic awareness in relation to menstruation, birthing 

and sanitation can lead to health problems in the future becoming more entrenched and 

severe. Institutional deliveries are not commonplace, and poor accessibility to 

gynaecological or specialised services serves to exacerbate the problem. 

Over the 12 months, the GRAVIS hospital has organised over 12 medical camps, taking 

place in all 6 target villages. The hospital sends a medical team, consisting of one 

physician and one village health worker to remote areas in order to educate the locals on 

basic health issues, and to spread awareness on seasonal diseases, waterborne diseases, 

general diseases and other fatal diseases. These medical camps are instrumental in 

generating awareness which can then be disseminated by participants into the wider 

community, creating the situation whereby knowledge can be passed down from 

generation to generation. The medical camps also serve as a makeshift temporary 

hospital, treating participants for illnesses and vaccinating them against preventable 

diseases. Medicines are also distributed, as well as brochures outlining reproductive 

health issues highlighting the benefits of institutional deliveries. Common illnesses 

treated at medical camps include asthma, fever, cough and colds, gastroenteritis and eye 

diseases. 

 

Adolescence girls’ camps 

In the villages of Rajasthan Health education and guidance for the children and to the 

women are not consider very important. Specially in case of girls, social taboos are 

biggest obstacle for their development and learning. Adolescent girls has to learn things 

by their own. They are not aware of physical and mental challenges. To make them 

understand about these changes in their bodies and about their future lives, 2 Adolescent 

camps for girls were organized in project in different schools under the project. In these 
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camps, they have been taught about the various topics related to their physical changes 

and upbringings, health , hygiene, nutrition and food. Information sharing on 

psychological changes and other aspects of adolescence was done in the camps with the 

help of GRAVIS Dr’s as resource person. Special thanks to Dr. Vasundhara Tyagi for their 

support and precious time. Health and hygiene kit were also provided to girls. Around 30 

kits distributed among the girls. Kit contains sanitary napkins, nail cutter, detol, scissor, 

band add, cotton, medicine for pain relief during menstrual cycle. Also   Each session was 

divided into two parts. Expectation of participants & their queries, second one was 

answers to their queries. 

Following topics were discussed during the training sessions: 

o Puberty  
o Common health problems during adolescence 
o Preventive health care  
o Reproductive tract infections 
o Sexually transmitted diseases including HIV/AIDS 
o Environmental health issues in the Thar Desert 
o Social evils and domestic violence 
o Hygiene knowledge  
o Food habits and value of nutrition  

 

Running of Schools 

With the support of Asha for Education two schools are running by GRAVIS in Jhariyo ki 

Dhani,Cherai and Gajnawas villages. These schools are established in such hamlets where 

small aged children could come easily. These schools are easily accessible to parents also 

so that they could personally meet teachers to get progress of their kids. The boys - girls 

ratio in Jhariyo ki Dhani,Cherai school is 50:30 while in Gajnawas school ratio is 40:30. 

Two teachers are giving services in Jhariyo ki Dhani,Cherai and one teacher and one 
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trainee teacher are appointed at Gajanawas School. This innovation is enhancing female 

literacy by promoting girls education in villages.   

Educational tour of children 

Education Tours are very important for the overall development of a student. It gives 
them an opportunity to learn from their own experiences and from the experience of 
others. Simply reading books on science, commerce, arts, medicine, management, 
computers, education, law, engineering, history, architecture, etc. produces only book 
worms. For having enlightened citizen for a better world-order, we should encourage 
educational tours in our schools and colleges and thus develop the personalities of the 
young boys and girls. 

Education tours give us pleasures too. It breaks the monotony of life and fills the mind 
with joy. Moreover, travelling teaches what it is to bear hardship, and this is a good 
training for success in the struggle of life. 

An Educational tour was organized for the students of both of schools. 23 students 2 

teachers and 1 programme coordinator were involved in the tour. Children were taken to 

a place called Jodhpur. The children interacted with each other and showed keen interest 

in cultural programs organized during Bal Sabha. The students were taken to Mehran fort 

and jaswant ka Thada, Jodhpur where they gained historical knowledge about the wars, 

paintings and story behind them, weapons used by the warriors during battle, religion, 

and culture of ancient times, kingdom, dynasty and their way of living. The children were 

also taken to children park and mandor garden.  All selected places are having rich 

historical knowledge and values. As a result the children gained knowledge on historical, 

cultural, social, and administrative contexts so that a holistic approach of development 

can be done. Tour end with question and answer session and various school games about 

visited places to recollect memories and for revise of knowledge and distributed gifts of 

bags, lunch boxes, color kit and geometry box among all students.  . Such kind of tours 

not only helps the children to understand things going on outside their village but also 

subjects related to their daily life and upbringing.  
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Vocational training of SHGs 

Women are often confined to their homes by cultural boundaries, forced to endure the 
strenuous tasks of fetching water and other household tasks and are still treated as less 
than men. 

GRAVIS sees this injustice and moves to act. We also did training to raise awareness about 
gender equalities, the education and nutrition of girls and reproductive health. GRAVIS 
designed Self Help Group (SHG) s. SHGs are designed to promote women’s empowerment 
by giving them a social, financial network in which they can access livelihood. 

Two vocational training were organized on different dates in different project village. 
First training was organized Ramnagar, Utambar on 28 july to 29 july 2015. Around 42 
women and 2 men from Vijay Nager, Ramnager and Chanchlwa villages participated in two 
days residential trainings respectively . The objective of these trainings was to enhance 
the vocational skill in women. In first training they learnt making of soap, surf and 
utensils liquid washer at home in a easy way.  From this they can save money and also can 
start home business or may supply at short level of this items from home in their free 
time.  

Second training was to cater the need of festivals like Diwali. This training was organized 
at the second day at the same place . Women participated in one day long training and 
learnt about manufacturing of decorative scented dia candle(decorative sacred candles). 
As in India Diwali(the festival) is commonly celebrated by all castes and communities.  

In both of trainings, materials used were easily accessible in some towns and it can be 
manufactured with little investment in a household. Participated women shown aptitude 
to learn and make such items at least for household purpose. It was also considered that 
interested women can join Kriya programme of GRAVIS and sale their product to Kriya to 
get some regular income.  

Second training was organized 28 august 2015 .In second vocational training women’s 
learnt various stitches with color full threads. They also learnt making of wall hangings 
and duppata decoration with colorful stones and artificial jewels. In both of trainings, 
materials used were easily accessible in some towns and it can be manufactured with 
little investment in a household. Participated women shown aptitude to learn and make 
such items at least for household purpose. It was also considered that interested women 
can join Kriya programme of GRAVIS and sale their product to Kriya to get some regular 
income.  

Children fair 

A total of 200 children and 08 teachers , school principal of Asha schools, respected local 

persons from project villages and honorable Rural commissioner of Jodhpur Mr Hrendra 
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Kumar Mahawar as chief guest was their to bless the childern with their blessings and 

knowledge. The staff, their families and numerous villagers joined them. As soon as they 

settled down, they were served hot tea and biscuits, which they very happily munched till 

all the schools arrived.Once all the schools arrived, we briefly introduced the programme 

for the day, after which the morning session of the Bal Mela commenced. The 

presentations could include songs, poems and skits. Presented by the children in their 

inimitable style, the message went home loud and clear. This session was followed by 

lunch, where lunch containing puris, aloo-kisabzi , chole ki sabzi and kheer were handed 

over to children. While most children finished this in no time, some toddlers were seen 

clinging to their boxes to take home what they could not finish, or even stuffing food in 

their pockets! As happened last year too, the children diligently took their paper boxes to 

the dustbin without littering the campus. We had planned to allow the children some time 

off after lunch to relax, but seeing their eagerness and energy we decided to have an 

impromptu music session. The interested groups of children came to the dais to sing folk 

songs on Holi (the approaching festival of colours). This session too became very dynamic 

amidst dances, dholak beats, clapping and cheering by the children.  At around 2.30 pm, 

we began the afternoon session, where we had planned to organize distribution of Cycle, 

uniforms and tiffins among the childrens. It was heartening to see the children playing, 

singing, listening carefully what elder said to them with intense concentration and that 

sparkle of joy in their eyes, something that would stay with us for a long time, besides of 

course the campus walls that are now bright and uniquely cheerful.  

Village Health Worker Training 

GRAVIS realize that many of villagers are living and working in desert part of India –  

situation of extreme deprivation, with ill-health compounded by poor access to health 

services: physically, financially, or culturally. There is also a lack of trained health care 

providers who can help, and who are located within the village. Doctors are not going to 

work and stay in rural areas as long as the yawning gap in the development between rural 

and urban remains. And the problems in rural areas are far too complex to be managed by 

village health worker, howsoever well trained she is. A (para) medic or village Health 

worker who is not an appendage to a medic is a possible solution. 06 village health 

workers (VHWs) have been trained under the Village Health Programme in project. These 
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women were selected after open discussions with the village communities and serve a 

number of critical functions essential for public health. 

The VHWs have been trained to provide primary preventive and curative services for 

common illnesses such as malaria, diarrhea, respiratory tract infections, and scabies, 

which are otherwise major causes of morbidity and mortality in young children. All the 

VHWs are women working on a voluntary basis and have been selected by their respective 

villages. The first add medical kit with steel box provided to them with the detailed and 

expert guidance of Dr. Sharma and Asha Sahyogini.  

  

List of project villages  

S. N. Village Implemented from
1 Minno Ki Dhani/ Jharia GRAVIS sub-center Gagadi

2 Vijay nagar "

3 Chanchlwa "

4 Bawalri "

5 Gajanawas "

6 Ramnagar "
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List of Taanka Beneficiaries   

S. 

N.

Beneficiary 

Name

Husband / 

Father Name

Village

1 Bhawri Premaram ji Ramnager 

2 Jassi Devi Rugaram ji Ramnager 

3 Kasubi Kumaram ji Ramnager 

4 Sohani Bhimaram ji Ramnager 

5 Lahro Devi Chagna ram ji Ramnager 

6 Pepo Devi Devaram ji Ramnager 

7 Rasala Chunaram ji Ramnager 

8 Chuki Magaram ji Ramnager 

9 Nathhu kanwar Dunger singh ji Ramnager 

10 Shanti Devi Bhawra ram ji Ramnager 

11 Sayra Devi Ghamnda ram ji Ramnager 

12 Samu Pukharam ji chachalwa

13 Pushpa Devi Gotamchand Gajnawas 

14 Madeen Bano Nisar khan Gajnawas 

15 Piku kanwar Bhom singh Gajnawas 

16 Chotu Kanwar Hukam singh Gajnawas 

17 Guddi Sababu khan Gajnawas 

18 Netu kanwar Devi singh Gajnawas 

19 Suwa kanwar Rewet singh Gajnawas 

20 Pappu kanwar Maga singh Gajnawas 
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21 Ugam kanwar Magu singh Gajnawas 

22 Kamla kanwar Shera singh Gajnawas 

23 Shukhi Nenaram Vijay nagar

24 Bhawri Bhera ram Vijay nagar

25 Pappu devi Sayra ram Vijay nagar

26 Tulch kanwar Bhwra ram ji Vijay nagar

27 Sugno devi Bhawra ram ji Vijay nagar

28 Sawitri Dasrtha singh Manna Basani

29 Hemi kanwar Guman singh Manna Basani

30 Jetha kanwar Raju singh Manna Basani

31 Guddi devi Champa ram Bawarli 

32 Usha Mohanram Bawarli 

33 Anju devi Ramaram Bawarli 

34 Chidi devi Jagdish ram Bawarli 

35 Bidami Khagaram Manna Basani

36 Anudevi Madan lal Manna Basani

37 Bhutra devi Bhawra ram chachalwa

38 Dhali Saturam ji Vijay nagar

39 Bhaku Dhana ram ji Manna Basani

40 Lalo devi Mangi lal ji Bawarli

41 Sohani Sujaram ji Bawarli

42 Obhi devi Bajrang singh Manna balni

43 Parvati kanwar Jetharam ji Manna balni

44 Gulabi devi Papa ram Bawarli

45 Guddi ji Tejsingh Gajnawas 

46 Dashu Chaman singh Gajnawas

47 Kesi Gokul ram Ramnager

48 Ghudi Gulab ram Bawarli

49 Fooli Chena ram Bawarli

50 Nenu devi sumeram Bawarli



 

List of khadin beneficiaries  

S. 

N.

Beneficiary 

Name

Husband / Father 

Name

Village

1 Lahro devi Chagna ram ji Ram nagar

2 Dhali ji Gopa ram ji Ram nagar

3 Champa ji Chima ram ji Ram nagar

4 Meero devi Bhura ram ji Ram nagar

5 Bidami ji Jagdish ji Ram nagar

6 Kamla kanwar Madhu singh ji Manna basani 

7 Pushpa kanwar Shyam singh ji Manna basani 

8 Lahro devi Mikha ram ji Manna basani 

9 Shayar devi Indra ram ji Manna basani 

10 Nemi devi Anopa ram ji chanchalwa

11 Godavari Kanaram ji Gajnawas 

12 Mohan kanwar Tagat sngh ji Gajnawas

13 Bhuthila Omma ram ji Bawarli 

14 Tulchi devi Devaram ji Bawarli 

15 Kishno devi Jaat Bawarli 
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Pic 1 SHG Vocational Training 

Pic 2 SHG Vocational Training 

 



Pic 3 and4 Taanka Management Training 
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Pic 5 & 6 Educational tour of children 

 



 

Pic 
7  

Educational tour of children 

 

Pic 8  Training of Village Health Worker 


